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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, it is very often that some portion of the Indian traction system is still suffering from a single 
line railway transportation. This in turn creates a havoc disturbance in maintaining the proper sequence 
of traction control system. Also, passengers are taking risk to catch the train which is already in motion 
but no such action has been taken to eliminate these consequences. It has been found that more or less 
various works have been done on Automation in Railway Crossing Gate using Microcontroller and IR 
Sensor. Thus, it is often decided to develop an idea for the Indian traction system to ensure better con-
trolling action by introducing Limit Switches as Tactile Sensors and by introducing HMI using PLC. 
The purpose here to take control over various controlling domains, including Railway crossing gate are 
as follows: Track signal, crossing level signal, alarm notification, and platform edge fence. The proper 
sequencing needs to be operated via a 128 I/O module with 2 KB memory size small PLC kit.
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INTRODUCTION

The most important part of the transportation system in the present world is now a days the one and 
only traction system. In India some portion of the country is still suffering from deficit security system 
and the result is unnecessary death due to unavoidable accident. Many areas are not so well furnished 
due to single track communication system. The lack of spaces are not supporting government to set a 
double track railway communication system for a reliable and fast communication process. The accident 
prone the passengers’ inrushes while the train is in motion. For upgrading the security system of traction 
system to reduce the accidental issues (Dhande and Pacharaney (2017); Reddy, Kavati, Rao, and Kumar 
(2017); Sharad, Sivakumar, and Ananthanarayanan (2016)) some of the articles have been published 
on security system associated with railway automated level crossing gate based on IoT. Priyanka et. al. 
(Priyanka, Saranya, Shanmathi, and Baranikumar (2015)) have shown a method to control unmanned 
railway crossing gate control with database collection and fixed RF tags on each level crossing to com-
municate with each other, in order to gather the details about the level crossing, train location, train 
timings and density of vehicles passing the level crossing. Dewangan et. al. (Dewangan, Gupta, and 
Patel (2012a,b)) has promoted a technique on frequency modulation based railway gate control and 
they have also introduced micro-controller based railway gate control conception as well. Many articles 
presented the security enhancement procedures (Al-Zuhairi (2013); Banuchandar, Kaliraj, Balasubra-
manian, Deepa, and Thamilarasi (2012); Pwint, Tun, and Tun (2014)) by introducing a IR sensor oper-
ated micro-controller based railway gate control. In all the cited articles one particular focused point is 
level crossing gate. The purpose is to reduce accidental issues occurring since early times. Apart from 
level crossing gate there are many other portion exist with high risk factor of accident but these articles 
have not discussed about the following. Younis et. al. (Younis and Frey (2006)) has shown a method of 
implementing PLC in developing automation setup for industrial purposes. This idea of implementing 
PLC has given a direction to develop multiple domain controlling concepts. In this paper a discussion 
is made on the best way to ensure automation in traction system by introducing a centralized controller 
PLC is the best one to follow as its scanning technology is very fast to accommodate with any kind of 
on off logic circuitry. Apart from this it is also quite affordable to follow up one time investment with 
full time reliable services. In this controlling portion the programming language followed up in PLC 
programming is ladder logic diagram indeed to make it easier to understand by any of the operator just 
to maintain a consistent cycle for each and every execution.

This paper has six main contributions: 1. Comparison presented between Conventional circuit and 
Ladder logic, 2. Safety fence controller along the platform, 3. Signal controller of road vehicles, 4. Signal 
controller of Train, 5. Alarm notification to update status of the train, 6. Level crossing gate controller.

These entire different tasks have been performed by introducing PLC as automated system. The rest 
of the paper presents the entire work under section 3, section 4.1, section 4.2, section 4.3, section 5 and 
concluded the same with proper correlated simulation outcomes.

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF AUTOMATION SYSTEM

In Figure 1 a general block diagram is presented. The block diagram is a set of three different blocks. 
The concerned blocks are inputs, PLC module and outputs. Inputs to the PLC module are fed from limit 
switches that are pressed by the train flanges and a push switch to be pressed by the console operator. 
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